The new Depuytans Airplane in the United States made Robert de la Rive his new plane and flew across the country. The plane was seen by the people and the press in the city of Chicago on their way to Washington, where the plane was announced by its owner, Deputy John. The plane was completed and the pilot was Mr. de la Rive who is an American citizen. The plane is valued at $102,900.

—Copyright by Underwood & Underwood.

With the end of the special and better equipment at Balboa Park, people were able to enjoy the special show of the Great Depuytans. The show was a great success and the people were impressed with the special performance. It was the last show of the season.

Foot Ball Player, Tackled in Game, Breaks Both Legs

The foot ball player who was tackled in a game and broke both legs was taken to the hospital and the doctors were able to save his life. The player was a member of the team and was a great loss to the team.

ARCHIVES BUILDING MAY BE BEGUN NEXT

Sworn Experts Request for Valuable Records to Be Stored in Another Year.

The sworn experts requested for the valuable records to be stored in another year. The archives building may be begun next year.

Military Man Dies; Passed Away in Service

Orrville L. Gardin, former pension clerk, New York Bureau in Bureau and served in the Spanish War.

15 BIDS SUBMITTED FOR G.P.O. EXTENSION

Proposals Also Are Made for Building Equipment for New Department.

Treasury Department has received 15 bids for the construction of a new building for the Department of the Interior. The bids are for the construction of a new building for the Department of the Interior.

BADGE DESIGN SOUGHT FOR COLUMBIA HEIGHTS

Citizen's Association Committee Is Appointed to Examine Designs.

The Citizen's Association Committee is appointed to examine the designs for the badge design for Columbia Heights. The committee will select the best design and it will be made into the official badge for the community.

MACHINE GUN FIRES KILLS CHICAGOAN SITTING IN CAR

The engines of a street car were hit by a machine gun and a Chicagoan sitting in the car was killed.

CLAIM ADJUSTORS' SOCIETY IS FORMED

W. L. Venable of Anniston, Alabama, is elected President of Committee.

The claims adjustors' society is formed and W. L. Venable of Anniston, Alabama, is elected President of the committee.

Admiral's Widow Dies

Mrs. Helen Failing Laid Landmarks at Boston. Headed with cadets, wife of Admiral C. W. Baker, died at Boston. Mrs. Baker was a great leader and will be missed by the people of Boston.

Caldwell to Talk

Colonel W. B. Caldwell of the Federal Radio Commission, gave in a speech at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His speech was on the history of radio and the future of the medium.
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